DIRECTIONS: Read the following BBC news and NPR blog. Compose an essay thereof.

I. BBC News

Michelle Obama’s speech interrupted by gay protester
A speech by US First Lady Michelle Obama at a fundraising event has been briefly interrupted by a protester demanding equal rights for gays.
Mrs. Obama was speaking in Washington when a woman in the crowd started shouting, demanding White House action on gay and lesbian rights.
Mrs. Obama then approached the woman and said: “Listen to me or you can take the mic, but I’m leaving.”
The crowd urged Mrs. Obama to stay, and the woman was then escorted out.
The protester at the Democratic National Committee fundraiser on Tuesday evening was later identified as Ellen Sturtz, a member of the GetEQUAL gay rights group.
Ms Sturtz, 56, was calling for an executive order to bar discrimination by federal contractors based on sexual orientation or gender identity.
As she was escorted out, reporters heard her say she was a “lesbian looking for federal equality before I die”.
In an interview with The Huffington Post, she said: “I was asked by the First Lady to be quiet, and I can’t be quiet any longer. I was surprised by how negative the crowd seemed to be. It was actually a little unsettling and disturbing.”
She said gay activists had been asking Mr. Obama to sign the executive order for five years. “How much longer do we need to wait?”

II. NPR Blog

The First Lady, A Heckler And Public Dissent
When Michelle Obama squared off with a heckler at a private fundraiser last night, the racial context was hard to ignore: a white woman yelling at the country’s most visible black woman and that same black woman offering a pointed response.
The first lady has been enormously popular throughout her husband’s administration — nearly seven in 10 Americans say they think she’s doing a good job — and she’s an icon among black people as the first African American first lady.
Ellen Sturtz, the heckler, is affiliated with the group GetEqual. She was demanding that the White House put its weight behind the Employee Non-Discrimination Act, which would ban discrimination against LGBT people in hiring.
Sturtz described her side of the incident to the Washington Blade. “She cut me off immediately and leaned over podium, sort of her put her big hand towards me and said something to the effect of ‘You don’t do that to me’ or ‘I don’t do that,’” Sturtz said. “Then I made a comment that I’m interested in making sure that we have employment protections, and I’m not going to be quiet any longer.”
After reading the above news and blog, compose an essay of approximately 400-500 words, stating your point of view with an evaluation of the "protester", "heckler", or "public dissent". In your writing, choose a recent major event to analyze the protester's or heckler's side of story. Your essay should also address the following issues: Is it right to heckle a public figure in any context? Do you believe no person can coerce another? Do you prefer egalitarian anarchic structure to formal hierarchic structure? In your proposal, how are disputes settled and two parties reconciled? You should take a clear stance and use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.